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Summary y 

Introduction Introduction 

Thiss thesis describes the life and work of a Dutch 
sculptorr whose experiences in Paris shaped him 
definitivelyy for the rest of his life, not only as regards the 
developmentt of his oeuvre, but also the position he made 
forr himself and later was allotted. In 1923 Han Wezelaar 
settledd in Paris when the rappel a 1'ordre had already done its 
workk and the reconstruction of France after the First World 
Warr was in top gear. He attended the private academies in 
Montparnasse.. was accepted in abroad network of foreign 
andd French artists and exhibited with them at the salons 
wheree his work attracted attention from the prominent art 
critics.. When he returned to The Netherlands at the end 
off  1934 as a modern classicistic sculptor from the Ecole de 
Paris,, his entrance was applauded by colleague sculptors 
andd art critics. The Kroniek van hedendaagsche Kunst en 

KultuurKultuur (Chronicle of contemporary Art and Culture), which 
greww from 1935 into the most important art magazine in 
Thee Netherlands, continued the glorification of the genie 
latinn with renewed vigour, partly through Wezelaar's doing. 
Thiss one-sided love of French culture was a reaction to the 
predominantlyy German-oriented Dutch expressionism 
andd automatically grew even stronger when that German 
culturee was put in an even more unfavourable light in 1933 
withh the coming of Hitler. 

Followingg his return from France in 1934, Wezelaar 
wass one of the most important representatives of the 
classicisticc movement in Dutch sculpture that managed 
too free it forever from the grip of architecture. Sculpture 
becamee an autonomous art, and that was a step forward in 
thee emancipation of this discipline which had undergone 
itss inception in the workshops of Mendes da Costa and 
Zijll  around 1900 but then as a form of applied art. These 
founderss were succeeded by the generation of Krop, 
Radeckerandd Polet whose architectural sculptural work 
wass commissioned by the architects of the Amsterdam 
School.. In the late twenties, when most of the Dutch 
painterss were already caught up in the Nieuwe Zakelijk-
heidd (New Realism) originating from Germany, these 
expressionisticc sculptors demonstrated how they were 
increasinglyy coming under the spell of contemporary 
classicismm that would determine western sculpture during 
thee interbellum period and whose champions were French 
maitress like Mailloland Dcspiau. In contrast to his older 
colleagues,, Wezelaar's long sojourn in Paris meant he 
hadd not been shaped by the tradition of the young Dutch 
sculpturee whose applied fundamentals were disseminated 
byy Professor Bronner at the Rijksakadcmic. After an 



expressionisticc start. Wezelaar had embraced classicism 
aroundd 1930 after his meeting with Adam Fischer and 
Maillol .. As a representative of that 'French' movement he 
experiencedd a successful return to his native soil with his 
perfectedd monumental and mysterious portraits and 
torso's.. While influence of the German Neue Sachlichkeit 

saww the predominantly expressionistic painting in The 
Netherlandss split into a number of more or less realistic 
movementss in the second half of the twenties, classicism 
wass the alternative for expressionistic sculpture. A similar 
developmentt occurred in most other European countries 
-- Belgium, Denmark, Germany, Italy, Switzerland -where 
thee former expressionists and cubists had also chosen for 
thee classicism of the modern French. In The Netherlands 
thee choice fell between the applied, decorative-symbolistic 
stylee that Mendes da Costa developed around 1900 and 
thee autonomy, universality and plastic expression of the 
modernn classicism that Wezelaar had brought back from 
Paris.. The older architectural sculptors also converted to 
thee model, while the first steps of the younger generation 
-thatt ofCouzijn,Esserand Kneulman- had a strong 
classicisticc tint, and would turn out to be mainly 
experimentall  after Liberation. Wczelaar's contemporaries 
whoo had studied under Bronner - Andriessen, Van Hall. 
Vann der Veen and others - were attracted immediately 
too the new direction with its emphasis on the purely 
sculpturall  values. Around 1940 Wezelaar and the older 
Radeckerr were considered the leading lights of modern 
Dutchh sculpture. 

Thankss to classicism an autonomous movement 
flourishedd in Dutch sculpture that could count on 
enthusiasticc interest from museum directors like Hannema 
andd Röell, art critics like Engelman and Niehaus and 
functionalisticc architects like Oud, Van Ravesteyn and 
Boeken.. In those years when the classicistic movement 
manifestedd itself more and more emphatically in Dutch 
sculpture,, the Nederlandsche Kring van Beeldhouwers 
developedd into a powerful union organization that got 
aa grip on the public commission policy and made an 
impressionn with its members'exhibitions. In 1941 it was 
possiblee to ascertain with a certain pride that sculpture 
waswas growing in The Netherlands. Shortly before that 
Wezelaarr had been co-organizer of the largest exhibition 
everr of modern French sculpture in France or elsewhere. 
RondomRondom Rodin, that filled the main halls of the Stedelijk 
Museumm in the summer and autumn of 1939 and attracted 
ann overwhelming amount of interest, was not only the 
confirmationn of the supremacy of the 'French' movement. 

butt also a first proof of Wezelaar's qualities as organizer 
inn the service of his discipline. 

Justt as elsewhere in Europe, in The Netherlands 
modernn classicism was irrevocably the trailblazer for the 
abstractt movement in sculpture. The rise of that move-
ment,, a phenomenon that originated from the circles of 
thee sculptors themselves and not from the coincidental 
experimentt of a modelling painter, occurred in The 
Netherlandss in the years following the war. While the 
classicisticc generation of 1900 provided the country with 
warr monuments and devoted itself to exchange with 
foreignn countries, the younger sculptors were inspired 
byy what they saw and the chances they scented. Wezelaar 
actedd as a link in the post-war period in the international 
networkk of sculptors that wanted to give a meaningful 
contributionn to the rebuilding of society and the cultural 
establishment.. He was chairman of the Nederlandse 
Kringg van Beeldhouwers in the years when the flow of 
commissionss for the war monuments had to be regulated, 
thee open-air exhibitions of modern sculpture started and 
thee yearning for an international exchange of ideas and 
workk begged to be satisfied. His intelligence, diplomatic 
talentt and international contacts made Wezelaar the 
obviouss person to direct the ambitious community of 
Dutchh sculptors. It was partly thanks to him that for 
somee time the sculptors wrere still spared the fight of 
schoolss that had divided the Dutch painters quite quickly 
afterr Liberation. In 1958 it was possible to ascertain 
triumphantlyy that The Netherlands did have its own 
sculpture. . 

Ass sculptors Wczelaar and his friend Mari Andriessen 
forfor many years shared the honour of the most sought-after 
makerss of monumental works for public places. They 
developedd into the authoritative staluaires, 'statue makers', 
inn The Netherlands of the post-war period that gradually 
becamee familiar with the autonomous sculpture along 
thee public roads. A realistic-monumental style flourished, 
knownn under the term 'Dutch renaissance'. These 
sculptorss contributed unintentionally to the downfall 
off  their own artistic endeavour, for the emphasis they 
placedd on the purely plastic - and thus abstract - values 
off  sculpture, in reaction to the symbolic architectural 
sculpturee from olden days, irrevocably created a path to 
thee non-figurative sculpture that would draw all attention 
aroundd 1960. Wezelaar and the other sculptors who could 
nott or would not abandon the visible reality as starting 
pointt for their art, subsequently ended up in an isolation, 
onlyy to continue their way branded as 'figuratives'. The 



commissionss they still received and the exhibitions in 
whichh they were invited to participate took place more 
andd more on the periphery. Only towards the end of his life 
didd Wezelaar resign himself to that fate and approach his 
workk again with any pleasure. A beautiful series of small 
modelss was the result, in which his talent for monumental 
compositionn and the intimate narration was rekindled for 
thee last time, and these pieces were met with appreciation 
byy a small circle of collectors and other enthusiasts. On the 
evee of his retrospective in 198(5, Wezelaar could look back 
onn a closed oeuvre of nevertheless balanced quality, that at 
firstfirst sight seems to offer hide in the way of spectacular and 
onlyy on closer consideration makes its presence felt. A 
sculpturall  an loaded to the smallest of details and in which 
alll  details contribute functionally to the representation 
off  the subject in purely plastic terms. A sculptural art 
inn which the abstraction led as a matter of course to 
figuration,figuration, without that sometimes endless struggle 
leavingg any visible traces. Wezelaar was the sculptor of 
thee purely plastic. The fight with nature that he fought 
ass an artist resulted in a perfected but extremely intro-
vertedd sculpture of which the intrinsic qualities were 
soonerr appreciated by his colleagues than by the public. 
Thee tragic part for Wezelaar was not so much that in the 
longg term people walked past his work, than that at the 
endd of his life he had to recognize that sculpture had 
scarcelyy anchored itself in the Dutch culture. 

Forr that matter. Wezelaar couldn't complain about 
lackk of attention. The press followed him closely from his 
firstfirst exhibitions in Paris around 1930 up to the end of the 
fifties.fifties. The sixties and seventies however, saw a dramatic 
dip.. At the time the sculptor started to look back on his 
life,, a series of sympathetic commentaries finally appeared. 
Thee literature on Dutch sculpture has also assigned 
Wezelaarr the place he is due. Braat (1942), Van Reijn (1949) 
andd Hammachcr (1955) acknowledged his role, while the 
19699 catalogue of the Centraal Museum also included 
Wezelaar.. Then he disappeared for a considerable time, 
too reappear in the publications aimed more at art history 
thatt have been devoted to Dutch sculpture since 1994, the 
Yearr of Sculpture. The interest in Wezelaar's work by the 
museumss displays the same curve. Between 1935 and 1955 
somee large Dutch museums and the Dutch government 
acquiredd his work. In the nineties they renewed their 
interest,, although now mainly for the early and unknown 
works,, those thatt Wezelaar himself called non-relevant 
workk from the twenties. The small sculptures that 
Wezelaarr made between 1970 and 1984 were snapped 

upp in the private circuit. The vacuum of the years 1955-19-5 
wass filled by the monumental orders that Wezelaar 
executedd on commission from councils and businesses 
andd that left him scarcely any time for free work and 
exhibitions.. The first monograph about Han Wezelaar 
appearedd in 1980 for an exhibition in the Singer Museum 
inn Laren. Wezelaar's first retrospective since 1941. The 
bookk was written by two of his friends, the sculptor Piet 
Esserandd the art historian Karel Boon. For the outline of 
Wezelaar'ss life and discussion of his sculpture, Hsser relied 
onn the conversations he had had with Wezelaar and the 
archivess Wezelaar so carefully stored. The result was an 
essayy well worth reading that reveals Esser's involvement, 
hiss great expertise and above all, his sculptor's eye. The 
connoisseurr Boon concentrated on the drawn oeuvre, 
scarcelyy valued by Wezelaar at all until shortly before 
thiss time, and made the connection with the sculptures 
inn a detailed and appealing manner. Most of the 
photographss for the book were made by Liesbeth 
Wezelaar-Dobbelmannn who also assisted her husband 
inn the design and final editing. 

Forr the time being, this monographic thesis about 
Wezelaarr is the final piece in a series of publications with 
whichh I have attempted, over the past twenty years, to 
penetratee the phenomenon of modern Dutch sculpture. 
Duringg my Art History studies at the University of 
Amsterdam,, I published the monograph about Bertus 
Sondaarinn 1984: this was my first encounter with a wrorld 
thatt moved between the authenticity of the 'country 
professor'' Bronncr and the aesthetics of the Latin Despiau. 
Thiss was followed in 1987 by my published undergraduate 
thesiss about the Amsterdam animal sculptor Jaap Kaas, 
ann diiima/icrfrom Antwerp of Jewish background who had 
too find his way in the Amsterdam power games of Kramer 
andd Krop and, broken by the war, experienced the power 
strugglee in the Nederlandse Kring van Beeldhouwers in 
thee fifties as his personal fight and came to grief in it. 
II  subsequently wrote monographs about sculptors from 
thee next generation, Pieter d'Hont and Henk Zweerus, 
bothh from Bronner's stable but travelling in totally 
differentt directions in the fifties. While d'Hont followed 
thee monumental impressionism of Andriessen - like 
severall  of his colleagues-, Zweerus swore allegiance 
too the architectonic principles of Bronncr and was the 
onlyy Bronner disciple to take them further to a form of 
abstractionn that formed a connection with younger 
colleaguess like Volten and Visser. I devoted shorter con-



tributionss to numerous sculptors including Mendes da 
Costa,, MeikRueter, Carel Kneulman and Jobs Wertheim, 
andd the Beeldengids Nederland (Rotterdam 1994) gave me 
thee opportunity to write entries for 100 works on public 
displayy in The Netherlands by almost as many sculptors. 
Duringg the past twenty years I also occasionally got the 
chance,, in connection with an exhibition, to get down in 
writingg a more summarizing study about modern Dutch 
sculpture.. The figure of Wezelaar kept on popping up in 
thee research that led to these publications and it quickly 
becamee apparent to me that more than anybody else he 
hadd played a crucial role in the emancipation and short-
livedd blossoming of an art discipline that was traditionally 
andd still is considered to be un-Dutch. 

Inn the last fifteen years of his life I got to know Han 
Wezelaarr as a modest but distinguished and erudite man 
whoo still had a hint of the great Paris about him. Almost a 
decadee after Wezelaar's death I came up with the plan of 
writingg a more extensive monograph about him, based 
onn the rich archives he had formed with great historical 
awareness,, and on conversations with his widow and 
thosee of his colleagues who were still alive. Through his 
sculpturee and his activities, Wezelaar had been a central 
linkk in the ascension and flourishing of Dutch sculpture 
andd he gave the chance to reconstruct that history from 
thee inside out. 

Classicismm as modernistic and crucial link in the 
developmentt of modern Dutch sculpture is a phenomenon 
thatt Hammacher did touch upon in his overview from 
19555 but that for a long time after that was not salonfdhig. 

Noww sculpture played a minimal role in the history 
writingg of modern Dutch art anyway, but in the sequel to 
Hammacher,, Paul Hefting's publication from 1986, the 
ruless of the master narrative of modernism dictated that 
marginall  figures from the interbellum period were 
broughtt to life to make the connection to the post-war 
periodd that wass reserved for the'modernistic'development 
whilee really important fugures were neglected. Thus a 
picturee has been established that does nol correspond 
withh reality. A point of return came in the late eighties 
withh the publications of Dutch arthistorians like Boyens. 
Tilanus,, Koopmans and others wich were more based on 
research.. This doctoral thesis was undertaken in the belief 
thatt the history of modern Dutch sculpture has much 
moree to offer than many have assumed up to now, and in 
thee hope that it will contribute to the appreciation of this 
speciall  facet of modern art in The Netherlands. 

1901-1923 3 

Amsterdam-bornn Matthijs Bartholomeus Wezelaar 
wass a flamboyant and art-loving man who had made his 
fortunee in the Antwerp insurance business. In his free time 
hee liked to sketch and paint from the old masters that he 
collected.. Matthijs Wezelaar was widowed quite early and 
subsequentlyy remarried. His new wife, his former domestic 
servant,, bore him a son in 1901 who was baptized Henri 
Matthieu.. This Han, with a tendency towards asthma, was 
aa cautious but cheerful boy who showed a great love for 
drawingg quite early on. He grew up in the privileged, 
protectedd and artistic environment of the dignified house 
inn the Ripperdapark in Haarlem. Around Han's tenth year 
aa failed operation sent his father totally blind, casting a 
shadoww over family life. It certainly stimulated the boy's 
sensee of responsibility; Han was extremely determined in 
hiss decision to become an artist. Via the Haarlem painter 
Hermann Kruyder, who got his pupil interested in the 
Flemishh expressionists, Han ended up at the Rijksschool 
voorr Kunstnijverheid (National School of Applied Art) in 
Amsterdam.. The sculptor Willem Rctcra opened the eyes 
off  his pupil Wezelaar to Rodin, the father of modern 
sculpture.. The Wezelaar family album shows several 
photographss of the pieces that the young Han produced 
inn the attics of the Rijksmuseum: a bison in wood {oc 1), 
aa plaster capital with a bison head (oc 3) and a sitting bird 
off  prey (oc 2}. He made no secret of his admiration of his 
predecessorss in the sculpture class at the Rijksschool, 
Mendess da Costa and Zijl . After this schooling, Han 
studiedd further for a short time with Johan Polet, eon-
temporaryy of Bronner, Krop and Radeckerandat that 
timee the most experimental sculptor in The Netherlands. 
Polett brought the work of contemporary sculptors like 
Archipenkoo to Han's attention, which resulted in Han 
makingg a trip to Berlin. Han's parents died in the summer 
off  1922 shortly after each other, leaving Han instantly 
wealthy.. Han made the remarkable decision not to con-
tinuee his studies-as was customary-with Bronner 
att the Rijksakademie, but to continue them in France. 
Inn his years at the Rijksschool he had come under the 
influencee of the art critic Just Havelaar who championed 
thee cause of French art and culture. Havelaar advised 
Wezelaarr to take drawing lessons with the expressionistic 
painterr Jan van Herwijnen who lived in the south of 
France.. By this time Wezelaar had married his former 
classmatee Will y Visser, a textile artist and daughter of the 
enthusiastic,, socialist architect Johan Visser who was 
greatlyy interested in his son-in-law's artistic career as 



welll  as his bank account. Shortly after their wedding. Han 
andd Will y Wezelaar left for the south of France. 

1923-1930 0 

Thee young couple first stayed in Collioure on the 
Mediterranean,, where Wezelaar, under the guidance of 
Vann Herwijnen, would set out to draw the picturesque 
harbourr and the surrounding landscape that had already 
attractedd the Fauves around 1905. In the local barracks he 
discoveredd the Senegalese soldiers who posed for him and 
weree the model for the first torso he modelled. Wezelaar 
wass bewitched by the world of the south with its full, clear 
lightt and the deliberate use of light and dark as plastic 
elementss would become a quintessential feature of his 
sculpture.. At the end of 1923 the Wezelaars settled in Paris 
wheree they would stay almost twelve years. Wezelaar 
workedd enthusiastically in his studio and sketched from 
modelss in the afternoons at one of the many private 
academiess that Montparnasse then boasted. An art-loving 
andd intellectual doctor introduced Wezel aar into a Parisian 
circlee of writers and painters whose contacts brought 
himm even further in the circuit. He visited museums and 
galleriess and looked up the admired masters such as 
Brancusii  and Zadkine. Wezelaar even studied for three 
monthss in the winter of 1925 under the latter-as Zadkinc's 
firstt pupil - and in turn Wezclaar introduced some sculp-
turess of his master at an ambitiously arranged exhibition 
off  international modern art that he organized with his 
father-in-laww in Oisterwijk in 1926. Wezelaar not only 
threww himself enthusiastically into the international 
artisticc milieu of Montparnasse; his house quickly became 
aa port of call for Dutch friend artists like the textile artist 
Lienn Bendien, painters like Charles Roeiofs and Wirn 
Oepts,, and sculptors like Johan Polet and John Radecker 
whoo also wanted a sniff at Paris. The Haarlem bourgeoisie 
hadd made place for the Parisian bohème, with the 
unfortunatee side effect of a flood of begging-letters to 
Wezelaar'ss address from less well-off friends, colleagues 
andd vague acquaintances. A certain feeling of guilt about 
hiss privileged position and the desire to be part of the 
artisticc milieu meant that Wezelaar seldom rejected these 
requests,, which very nearly ruined him. 

Mostt of Wezelaar's earliest sculpture is known only 
fromm photographs. A female torso {oc 4) was probably 
createdd when W7ezelaar was still in Amsterdam in 1923, 
apparentlyy strongly inspired by the work of Polet and 
Lehmbruck.. In Collioure Wezclaar modelled a head of 
Jann van Herwijnen {oc 5); its abstraction shows many 

similaritiess to the early self-portraits of Radecker and 
Krop.. The torso of a Senegalese soldier (oc 6), also from 
1923,, is more naturalistic. The works from the years 1925-
192̂ ^ -some heads (oc 9,10,13,15, 20. 21, 22), two accordion 
playerss (oc 8 and 12), an owl (oc n), a French farmer (oc it)) 

andd a standing female nude (oc r6) -clearly show the 
influencee of Zadkine in their cubisticstylization and 
choicee of subject matter. 

1930-1935 5 
Inn the summer of 1929 in Westkapelle in Zeeland 

Wezclaarr created a few more expressionistic figure 
studiess of farmers (oc 28, 29.30,31,38,39) by modelling 
andd sculpting in wood, but then in 1930 the great change 
occurredd in his artistic development.. In that year he 
camee into contact with the Danish sculptor Adam 
Fischer,, a classicist turned cubist and follower of the modern 
classicismm of Maillol and Despiau, which was a reaction 
too the sculptural impressionism of Rodin. Fischer intro-
ducedd Wezelaar to Maillol. and at Maillol's famous studio 
inn Marly-le-Roi Wezclaar had a jolt ofrecognition.andthe 
expressionisticc experiment in his work was extinguished 
forever.. The classic form ideal of the pure form focused 
uponn itself and its fine dimensions, the sculpture that 
strovee towards harmony and balance, meshed completely 
withh the mentality of the cautious and aesthetic young 
artistt who felt like a fish in water in the Latin world. From 
noww on, the quest for the pure form would determine 
Wezelaar'ss sculpture. Through Fischer Wezelaar got into 
contactt with other sculptors from this international school 
off  modern classicists: the Frenchmen Paul Cornet, )ean 
Osouff  and Robert Wlérick, the Danes Gottfred Eickhoff 
andd Astrid Noack, the Belgians Oscar Jespers, Charles 
Leplaee and Henri Puvrez, the Swiss Otto Banninger, the 
Germann Gerhard Marcks and the Dutchman Bertus 
Sondaar.. Wezclaar exhibited his first classicistic works 
-portraitt and figure studies of his wife and others from 
hiss immediate surroundings (oc 23, 24, 2s, 27, 34, 35, 36, 37, 
40,41,422 to 55) -from 1931 onwards at the yearly Salon des 
Tuileriess and with them he won the praise of his French 
colleaguess and influential art critics like Louis Vauxcelles 
andd Pierre Courthion. Meanwhile however, the financial 
springg had as good as dried up, and what Wezelaar had 
learntt would have to be put into practice. The possibilities 
forr making a living as an independent artist seemed to be 
greaterr in The Netherlands. 



1935-1945 5 
Inn Amsterdam the young family-extended in 1933 

withh a daughter - moved into the well known studio-
residencee complex on the Zomerdijkstraat, built according 
too iunctionalisric principles. In that complex Wezelaar 
joinedd the company of painters like Jan Wicgcrs, Matthieu 
Wiegmann and Gerard Hordijk and sculptors like LeoBraat, 
Fredd Carasso, Johan Polet and Gerrit van der Veen. Trom 
theirr midst the Kroniek van hedendaagsche Kunst en Kukuur 

wass born in 1935. This publication was the most important 
Dutchh art magazine right through to the post-war years 
andd distinguished itself by its strong preference for modern 
Frenchh art. From his residence in Paris Wezelaar had 
alreadyy exhibited in the Stedelijk Museum with the 
progressivee Hollandsche Kunstenaarskring (Holland 
Artists'' Circle) and his work impressed not only the press 
butt also his Dutch colleagues, most of whom still worked 
inn the socially-burdened expressionism of the Amsterdam 
School.. From 1935 Wezelaar's star rose quickly. His first 
one-mann exhibition took place in the same year at the 
D'Audretschh art dealer in The Hague and Kunsthandel 
Santeee Landweer in Amsterdam, followed by yearly 
exhibitionss with his friend Radecker at art dealer Huinck 
&&  Scherjon in Amsterdam. The first acquisitions of 
Wezelaar'ss work by the museums of modern art were 
donee at these exhibitions. Wezelaar represented The 
Netherlandss at the World Fxhibition of 1937 in Paris, he 
wass selected for the Biënnale of Venice in 1936 and 1938 
andd in 1939 chosen for the international exhibition in San 
Francisco.Francisco. Around [940 he and the older Radecker were 
seenn to be the leaders of modern Dutch sculpture. The flow 
off  commissions got going quickly and Wezelaar was asked 
mainlymainly as a portrait maker in those years. He modelled 
portraitss of people including Matthieu Wiegman (oc 58), 
Albertt Heijn (oc 63, 64) and Bernard Vroom (oc 65). 
Wrezelaarr received his first order from the government in 
1937,, a bust of former minister Dr. J. Th. de Visser {oc 66) 
thatt was unveiled in The Hague. In 1938 Wezelaar received 
hiss first big commission from the city of Amsterdam. The 
classicisticc image of a mother with her child {0C74), placed 
inn front of a girls'school, was warmly received by the press 
andd by the colleagues who recognized a new direction in 
thee pure, plastic representation of the subject. Influential 
artt critics like KasperNiehausand Jan Engelman seized the 
opportunityy to have done with, once and for all, what they 
saww as the exaggerated and over-stylized Proletkull of the 
Amsterdamm architectural sculptors.'Wezelaar from Paris' 
theyy proclaimed, had taken a fruitful look at the French 

masterss and restored the living model. Wrezclaar worked 
togetherr with the well known architect of the Nieuwe 
Bouwenn (New Building) J.J.P. Oud on the decoration of 
somee ships' interiors, the interior of the s s Nieuw-
Amsterdamm being known best. The modern classicistic 
sculpturee related well to the functionalistic architecture of 
Oud,, Boeken and other architects who involved sculptors 
likee Radecker, Richters and Wezelaar in their projects. 
Wezelaarr got to know the famous Professor Jan Bronner 
whoo saw in him an equal. He quickly became friends with 
hiss contemporaries Mari Andriessenand Frits van Hall, at 
thatt time the rising stars of Dutch sculpture. Through 
thesee colleagues he entered the Nederlandsche Kring van 
Beeldhouwerss (N K B) in 1935, since its inception in 1918 the 
unionn organization that looked after the social interests 
off  its growing number of members and had an important 
voicee in the purchase and commission policy of the 
municipall  and national governments. Wezelaar was one 
off  the initiators of a discussion within the N K B about the 
commissionn policy. Wezelaar argued that the deciding 
factorr in this policy should be the quality of the sculptor 
andd not his income-or rather, lack of it. An important 
achievementt was Wezelaar's share in the organization 
off  the sensational exhibition Rondom Rodin. Honderd jaar 

FranscheFransche sculptuur held in 1939 in the Stedelijk Museum, the 
largestt overview of modern French sculpture ever held, 
inn and outside of France. Wezelaar selected the young 
participants,, most of whom he knew personally. 

Wezelaar'ss empirical approach to the subject, whereby 
hee saw his model as a volume in space, consisting of 
proportionss and profiles, as a construction of parts that 
automaticallyy lead to a unity, both plastic and psycho-
logical,, is seen most strongly in the portraits and figures 
fromm the years 1935-1940. The strictly objective approach 
thatt determined his method of working and his protracted 
slicingg away at the plastic form produced results successful 
andd less successful. The highlights are the bust of Frankje 
(occ 57) from 1935 with the bulging back of the head and the 
ornamentall  ears, the standing nude from 1936 (oc 61), the 
virtuosoo Negroes from 1937 (oc 68, 69), the mother and 
childd (oc 74) from 1939 and the small female bust (oc 77) 
fromm 1940. Every piece is a work in wrhich the plastic battle 
hass resulted in a total harmony of form and content and 
thee complexity of composition, detailing and profiling 
onlyy appears after longer consideration. Where complete 
universalityy is achieved in the large nude figure and the 
Negroess and the position of legs and arms enliven and 



perfectt the composition, the harlequin and the dancer 
(occ 71, 72) have become cramped due to the high plastic 
ambitionss of the maker. The fascinating highlight is the 
groupp of mother and child, in which the large form 
triumphss at the cost of the expression of the symbol. 
Thuss both figures seem to cherish their own thoughts 
-- without child the mother could manage quite well on 
herr plinth-but it is the school of the free expression that 
manifestss itself here. The tension of the form has been 
carriedd to a maximum in the small female bust in terra-
cotta.. The interconnected placement of the parts is 
extremelyy balanced and clear, their transitions subtle and 
thee details that contribute to the entirety are practically 
invisible.. The slight melancholy that is radiated returns 
inn the related small bust of Radecker (oc 78) that likewise 
standss on a raised plinth, an element from the renaissance 
portraitt sculpture. This bust was the overture to the large 
headd (oc-y) in which, just as with the other portraits 
arisingg from commissions, the drawback of the Despiau 
approachh becomes visible. While it was possible several 
yearss earlier in the head of Hordijk {oc 52) to translate the 
characteristicss expressively, the portrait of Radecker is 
indeedd very reserved in its characterization. In the plastic 
sensee it has become an extraordinarily monumental 
sculpture,, but the emphasis is laid too one-sidedly on 
thee exalted dreamer that Radecker must once have been. 
Inn comparison with the Radecker head, the bust of Ben 
Vroomm (oc 65) is actually one of the most successful works 
fromm this period because the balance between realistic 
andd plastic representation here results in a completely 
autonomouss work of art. 

Wezelaar'ss name had 'grown' so much that in 1940 
hee could allow himself to buy the lovely residence and 
studioo in Laren of Mendes da Costa who had passed away 
aa year earlier. One month after Wezelaar moved house the 
warr broke out and that was the end of commissions and 
exhibitions.. Wezelaar refused to sign the declaration 
off  Aryan origin, just like two-thirds of his fellow NKB 
members;; he earned his living through orders from private 
persons.. Burdened with theoretical baggage, Wezelaar 
workedd in the isolation of his Laren studio during these 
warr years with varying success. The wrar years saw the 
marriagee between this introverted and aloof man and 
hiss spontaneous and high-spirited wife founder. The 
greatt restraint that was also visible in Wezelaar's plastic 
approachh as a portrait maker sometimes earned him 
criticismm from the people commissioning his work, who 
couldd not recognize themselves enough in the final result. 

Quietenedd and introverted is the expression of the portrait 
reliefss he made of some children in a refined, scarcely 
deepenedd relief (oc 80, 81, 85, 86). Similarly restrained in 
expressionn and through that strong in characterization 
iss the dreamy bust of Frankje (oc 87), whose connection 
off  head and shoulders by the plaits produces lovely 
modelling.. The same monumental approach also charac-
terizess thee notable busts of Schmidt Degen er (oc 91} 
-destroyedd - and the prominent resident of the Gooi, 
Ludenn (oc 93}. The portraits of Jmeke van Son (oc 94), 
painterr Jos Croin (oe 96) and actor Jan Musch (oc 104) 
aree more personally characterized and intimate in 
atmosphere.. The highlights of the Laren period are the 
largee standing nude that Wezelaar modelled in 1943 on 
thee model Puck(oc 95) and the boy with duck (oc in). In 
posturee and typification the standing nude is a more 
naturalisticc development of the standing Negress (oc 69) 
fromm 1937. The play of legs and arms is less angular and 
thereforee less decorative. The sculpture of the squatting 
boyy is a clever composition but rather dated due to its 
theme.. While the standing woman is on the threshold 
off  Wezelaar's post-war development, the boy with duck 
cann be regarded as the final chord of his neo-classicistic 
period. . 

1945-1970 0 

Wezelaarr returned to Amsterdam in 1946 and quickly 
hadd at his disposal the former studio or Breitneronthe 
Prinseneiland.. In 1947 he married the young sculptress 
Liesbethh Dobbelmann, the sister-in-law of friend and 
colleaguee Bertus Sondaar.. The post-war period offered 
thee sculptors challenges in abundance and forWczelaar, 
whosee well-considered opinion and diplomatic action 
weree greatly appreciated, there was a leading part to be 
playedd in these palmy days of Dutch sculpture. As chair-
mann of the N K B he was actively involved in the assignment, 
assessmentt and coordination of the growing number of 
commissionss for public sculpture, wherein the demand 
forr war monuments initially formed the principal part. In 
addition,, Wezelaar sat on numerous commissions which, 
coordinatedd from the ministry of Onderwijs, Kunsten & 

Wetenschappenn (Education, Arts and Sciences), judged 
warr monuments and other monuments, acquired works 
forr the Nationa! collection and organized exhibitions of 
Dutchh art in other countries. On behalf of theNKB 
Wezelaarr was closely connected with the first four open-air 
exhibitionss of international sculpture held between 1949 
andd 1958 in Park Sonsbeek in Arnhem. 



Wezelaarr also received orders for monumental work 
tromm the municipalities of Roosendaal (oc 133,190), 
Amersfoortt (oc 146), Amsterdam (oc 143,165,189,197}, 
I]muidenn (oc 145), Rotterdam (oc 175). Utrecht (oc 204) and 
Hoogeveenn (oc 227). Other honourable commissions were 
thosee for portraits of the mayor of Amsterdam Willem de 
Vlugtt (oc 116) in 1946, the union man and politician Henri 
Polakk (oc 118) in 1947, the illustrious lawyer from Leiden 
E.M.Meyerss (oc 131) in 1950 and the founder of the Van 
Goghh Museum, engineer V.W. van Gogh (oc 201}  in 1971. 
Thee classicism of Wezelaar's work from the thirties and 
fortiess that had sometimes resulted in an overly strong 
formalism,, became more expressive in posture and gesture 
inn the post-war period, partly influenced by his friend 
Marii  Andriessen who caused a furore in those years with 
hiss striking war monuments. But Wezelaar stuck to his 
empiricall  approach and availed himself of purely plastic 
meanss in his representation of the content. In 1955, at 
thee height of Wezelaar's glory, the sculpture expert 
A.M.. Hammacher wrote about the Bevrijdingsmonument 
(Liberationn monument) for Roosendaal (oc 133): 'It looks 
simplerr than it is. Balancing the mass of the constituent 
partss against each other, in volume as well as in direction, 
iss full of hidden delicacies. (...) The life closed on itself has 
herehere a stilled reality, apparently normal, but essentially 
unusual.. Gradually the simplicity of the form transports 
Wezclaarr beyond the natural to the elemental greatness of 
thee plastic form, at least if he can retain enough tension.' 
Forr Wezelaar this quest was more than often a campaign 
filledfilled with defeats, new attempts and only small victories. 

Inn the fifties the first tensions within the previously so 
close-knitt Dutch community of sculptors began to grow. 
Thee figurative artists and the abstract artists ended up 
opposingg each other at a moment when the number of 
commissionss for war monuments started to decrease and 
thee art critics, museum directors and the public joined in 
thee fight. Just in those years Wezelaar was chairman of 
thee NKB and it was thanks to his authority, diplomatic 
behaviourr and real interest in the work of his younger 
colleaguess that he was able to keep the parties together for 
aa few more years. Nevertheless, around i960 the argument 
wass decided in favour of the innovators and Wezelaar's role 
wass finished. With reluctance he saw how he, whose wrork 
hadd modernized Dutch sculpture and in fact had cleared 
thee way for the non-figuration, was now rated among the 
traditionall  camp. Wezclaar bore his lot uncomplainingly, 
occasionallyy quoting Brancusi who had tossed this at him 
inn 1928: 'Ce que je fais e'est du réalisme profond'. After 

Wezelaar'ss statue of Rembrandt (oc 197) was run into the 
groundd by the press upon its unveiling in 1969 and his next 
majorr commission - a monument for the peat diggers in 
Hoogeveenn (oc 227) - had plunged him once again into an 
endlesss fight, he finally decided shortly after 1970 not to 
acceptaccept any large works any more. 

1970-1984 4 

Releasedd from that pressure and inspired by a world 
tour,, Wezelaar spent his last fifteen years working on a 
collectionn of moulded and drawn figure studies that 
formm a wonderful final piece for his oeuvre and are a 
finalfinal testimony to his flawless feeling for form and his 
monumentall  talent. What Marthe was to Pierre Bonnard 
andd Nel to Rik Wouters, Liesbeth was to Han Wezelaar: 
hiss ideal model in the familiar environment of their own 
livingg room, asleep, awakening, sitting, standing, arranging 
herr clothing or her hair, taken up with household tasks. 
Thee figure studies of Liesbeth are playful yet extremely 
concentratedd models that are pervaded with Wezelaar's 
talentt for the monumental image, variations on a plastic 
themee but at the same time a homage to their rich life 
togetherr (oc 216, 217, 225, 229, 233,247, 252, 255). 

Thee last years of Wezelaar's life were dominated by 
revaluation.. In 1979 the Belgian art historian Walther 
Vanbeselaercc was the first to link him with the so-called 
'Generationn of 1900', composed of a number of related 
Belgiann and Dutch artists (magic realists, surrealists, 
animists).. In 1980 Wezelaar had a large retrospective 
exhibitionn in the Singer Museum in Laren, where he 
exhibitedd his drawings in combination with his sculpture 
forr the first time. On that occasion a small monograph 
appearedd that was written by his friends the sculptor Esser 
andd the art historian Boon. Wezelaar enjoyed this renewed 
attentionn but remained concentrated on his work. In his 
carefull  and decisive way, he cleared out his large studio 
onn the Prinseneiland and had everything destroyed that in 
hiss eyes deserved no place in any future catalogue raisonnée. 

Hee sorted out his personal archives too, that comprised 
hiss correspondence from 1920 onwards, with an eye to 
futuree use. A tumour was diagnosed in the spring of 1984; 
Wezclaarr died several months later. His well-attended 
funerall  was a last confirmation of the important role he 
hadd played in The Netherlands as artist and organizer, 
andd the wide appreciation it earned him. The revaluation 
off  his oeuvre has continued after his death, and his 
positionn in the midst of the big names of modern art in 
Thee Netherlands is again undisputed. 




